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Abstract
During the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, computers are made to attack other computers.
Newer Firewalls now days are providing prevention against such attack traffics. McAfee SecurityCenter
Firewall is one of the most popular security software installed on millions of Internet connected computers
worldwide. “McAfee claims that if you have installed McAfee SecurityCentre with anti-virus and antispyware and Firewall then you always have the most current security to combat the ever-evolving threats on the
Internet for the duration of the subscription”. In this paper, we present our findings regarding the effectiveness of McAfee SecurityCentre software against some of the popular Distributed Denial Of Service (DDoS)
attacks, namely ARP Flood, Ping-flood, ICMP Land, TCP-SYN Flood and UDP Flood attacks on the computer which has McAfee SecurityCentre installed. The McAfee SecurityCentre software has an in built firewall which can be activated to control and filter the Inbound/Outbound traffic. It can also block the Ping
Requests in order to stop or subside the Ping based DDoS Attacks. To test the McAfee Security Centre software, we created the corresponding attack traffic in a controlled lab environment. It was found that the
McAfee Firewall software itself was incurring DoS (Denial of Service) by completely exhausting the available memory resources of the host computer during its operation to stop the external DDoS Attacks.
Keywords: Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack, McAfee Firewall, NonPaged Pool Allocs, ARP
Flood, Ping-Flood, ICMP Land, TCP-SYN Flood, UDP Flood Attack

1. Introduction
Firewall is one of the most popular security software
installed on millions of Internet connected computers
worldwide. Today’s PCs need the protection provided by
a firewall to ensure the safety of both personal data, inbound and outbound traffic. Having a firewall, benefits
the user and the PC by shielding them from the attacks of
malicious users, would be the general thinking of a
common PC user. Are these Personal Firewalls, which are
provided by the most popular Antivirus companies to
protect your system, safe? This is the question that we are
trying to answer in this paper by evaluating the effectiveness of these personal firewalls. We know that the
Firewall plays a vital role in defending against DDoS
attacks. Sometimes they will cause some overhead while
they are defending against the DDoS attacks. In this paper
we will study the overhead, if any, caused by the McAfee
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

SecurityCenter software firewall in defending the system
against the Denial of Service attacks namely ARP Flood,
Ping Flood, ICMP LAND, TCP-SYN Flood and UDP
Flood attacks. We considered one attacks per layer, i.e.,
from Layer-2 to Layer-4 in the TCP/IP suite.
“McAfee claims that it’s security products use the
award-winning technology and if you have installed
McAfee SecurityCentre with anti-virus and anti-spyware
and Firewall then you always have the most current security to combat the ever-evolving threats on the Internet
for the duration of the subscription” [1]. There are different types of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks and they exhaust resources of a victim computer
differently such as processor, memory or bandwidth resources. The famous websites like e-Bay, e-Trade, Yahoo, Twitter and Facebook were also the victims of these
DDoS attacks [2,3]. Recently, efforts have been made to
increasingly deploy security systems such as Firewalls
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and IPS (Intrusion Prevention Systems) to provide security against DDoS attacks. However, most recent DDoS
attacks during July 4th, Independence Day weekend in
2009, on South Korean and US government websites
convey the fact that even Firewalls and IPS, commonly
deployed in the network, do not always help in defending
against the DDoS Attacks [4,5]. In this July 4th, 2009
attack, the websites of a number of US and South Korean
government agencies crashed and their computers experienced continuing problems since the cyber attack
was launched. Not only Firewalls and IPSs the service
packs released also are not able to prevent the attacks
completely [6].
Some of the DDoS attacks are the Ping Flood Attack,
ICMP Land Attack, TCP-SYN Attack, ARP Flood Attack and UDP Flood Attack. All of these can cause Denial of service by storming the host with the respective
attack traffic. Some of them are used to bring down the
host in a Local Area Network where as some can bring
down a host in internet that can be a web server or Internet root servers itself [7]. To evaluate the performance of
McAfee SecurityCenter’s Personal Firewall against such
DDoS attacks, we experimented with so called and
commercially promoted, secure computer system, namely
Apple’s iMac with Windows XP-SP2 operating system.
We also compared the performance of McAfee SecurityCenter when the iMac platform is deploying Windows
XP-SP2 with that of a DELL Inspiron 530 desktop built
with Vista Business and McAfee SecurityCentre with
Personal Firewall and 2 GB of RAM. We consider attacks at Layer-2, Layer-3 and Layer-4 in the TCP/IP
suite in this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 provides the information about experimental setup. In Section 3 we present experiments to
evaluate effect of different attacks on the McAfee SecurityCenter. Section 4 is conclusion followed by Section 5
as Acknowledgment and Section 6 as references.

and from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps in steps of 100 Mbps.
Each load is transmitted for 10 minutes duration. The
victim computer is an Apple iMac with Windows XPSP2 installed in it with McAfee SecurityCenter and also
a DELL Inspiron 530 Desktop Computer with McAfee
SecurityCenter.
The parameters of performance evaluation considered
for this experiment were the Processor utilization and the
NonPaged Pool Allocations in the main memory. NonPaged Pool allocs are those pages that can never be
paged out of the system as these are Kernel functions and
device drivers that in particular require real memory and
should be present always for execution of a process [8,9].
During the experiment, the needed performance metric
values were logged by the system under attack for analysis purposes by using some of the system activity commands. The logs were the performance counters available in the system. The Ping Flood, Smurf Attack, ICMP
Land, TCP-SYN Flood, ARP Flood and UDP Flood attacks are performed on McAfee under that was installed
on Windows XP and the results are as shown in Section
3.

2. Experimental Setup

3. Experimental Evaluation under Different
DDos Attacks

The experimental setup was used to simulate the network
condition as shown in Figure 1. All of the DDoS attacks
were simulated in controlled lab environment of Networking Research Lab of Electrical/Computer Engineering here at the University of Texas-Pan American, by
making multiple computers send a barrage of corresponding attack traffic to the Victim computer up to a
maximum speed of 1000 Mbps/1 Gbps. We stressed out
the McAfee personal firewall installed on an Apple iMac
with Windows XP-SP2 operating system at the same
transmission rate but changing the load at every step
starting from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps in steps of 10 Mbps
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 1. Distributed denial of service (DoS) attack.

In this section the background on different DDoS attacks
that we consider for this experimentation are discussed
and the results per each DDoS attacks are explained. The
description of the results starts from the order of layers
i.e., from lower layer (layer-2) (ARP Attack) to higher
layers (layer-4) (UDP Flood) in the TCP/IP suite.

3.1. ARP Flood Attack
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used in Local
Area networks to resolve IP addresses into hardware
MAC addresses. It is a very basic and essential protocol
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used to communicate in LAN either by gateway or by
any host. The ARP request message consists of the IP
address of the host, IP and hardware MAC address of the
initiator who wish to communicate and broadcasts that
within the LAN. All the hosts in the LAN receives the
ARP request but only the host who has that IP will respond and unicast the initiator its hardware MAC (Medium Access Control) address. Also the ARP cache table
of receiver host will be updated with the corresponding
IP-MAC addresses for further communication with the
initiator [10]. Attackers take advantage of this protocol
and try to flood the end host with ARP Requests and the
host ultimately ends up in replying to those requests and
updating its cache table and gets busy with this task.
With a flood of such requests, resource starvation usually
happens on the host computer. Those resources can be
either processor consumption or memory. One general
way of DDoS is to storm the host with a barrage of ARP
requests thereby incurring a DDoS attack on the host
while being consumed in replying to all the requests it
receives and exhausts the system resources. ARP-based
flooding attack is a Layer-2 attack.
ARP Flood Attack on McAfee SecurityCenter
In this case the ARP flood was sent to iMac with Windows XP-SP2 operating system, with windows Firewall
OFF and McAfee Personal Firewall ON. The processor
utilization due to this ARP-based flooding attack is
shown below in Figure 2. The upper line shows the
maximum processor utilization, the middle line shows
the average procesor utilization and the bottom line shows
the minimum processor utilization of Windows XP with
McAfee SecurityCenter for ARP-based flooding attack
traffic. It can be observed that the average processor
utilization was just 50% even for maximum attack load
of 1Gbps. In this case we can say that the system with
McAfee Firewall was able to sustain tha attack.

Figure 2. Processor utilization (on a logarithmic scale) of iMac
deploying windows XP OS with McAfee SecurityCenter
firewall under ARP attack.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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3.2. Ping Flood Attack
Ping is a type of ICMP message that is used to know the
reachability of a host. Based on RFC 0792 [11], ICMP
Echo request must be replied with an ICMP Echo Reply
message. Attackers take advantage of this protocol and
try to flood the end host with Ping Requests and the host
ultimately replies to those requests and hence consumes
the computer resources. With a flood of such requests,
resource starvation usually happens on the host computer.
The attacker, generally, spoofs the source IP and sends a
barrage of Ping requests to the victim computer. The
victim computer incurs Denial of Service while being
consumed in replying to all the requests it receives. This
Ping Flood Attack is a Layer-3 attack in the TCP/IP suite.
One of the earlier work shows that a simple Ping attack
can make the target host busy in processing the ping requests consuming 100% of the CPU utilization [12].
Ping Flood Attack on McAfee SecurityCenter
Ping Flooding traffic is sent to the iMac deploying
Windows XP-SP2 with McAfee SecurityCenter. When
the attack was started the simply froze after a while giving a BSoD (Blue Screen of Death). When restarted the
system displayed the message on the screen as shown in
Figures 3 and 4. After restarting the system again 1Gbps
of traffic is sent to it and again the system behaved in the
same manner giving the BSoD. Figures 5 and 6 show the
Pool NonPaged bytes and Allocs for this time. The processor utilization was just 50% on an average. The default
mode of McAfee firewall is to block the incoming ping
requests as shown in Figure 7 above. We have not opted
for “Allow ICMP ping requests”, so we assume that the
ICMP ping requests are not allowed and hence system
will be safe. But just after start of the attack, the system
froze showing the BSoD and then it can be observed from
the Figures 5 and 6 that it has just taken 8 seconds for the
system to hang up before giving the BSoD and the Pool
Nonpaged Allocation have grown exponentially. After the

Figure 3. System error message after restarting from BSoD.
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Figure 4. System error message after restarting from BSoD.

Figure 5. NonPaged pool allocs for 1 Gbps of ping traffic
when McAfee firewall was in default mode.

Figure 6. NonPaged pool bytes for 1 Gbps of ping traffic
when McAfee firewall was in default mode.

restart we collected the “dump files” and analyzed them
for the possible reasons. The main reason for this BSoD
was some module named “mfehidk.sys” that was corCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

rupting the stack, as can be known from the “Bug check
Analysis”. The process “mfehidk.sys” is the Host Intrusion Detection Link Driver belongs to the software
McAfee, Inc [13]. From this we can know that the reason
for BSoD on windows XP-SP2 with McAfee SecurityCenter was the McAfee Host Intrusion Detection Link
Driver.
We tried the Ping attack one more time with the option
“Allow ICMP ping requests” in Figure 7 checked, that is
we are allowing the attack now. This time the computer
ran smoothly, i.e., the system did not crash and the processor utilization is as shown in Figure 8 below:
From Figure 8 it can be seen that the average processor
utilization was just 50% for 1 Gbps of traffic and the
system was working properly withour freezing up. The
option “Allow ICMP ping requests”, as shown in Figure
7, tells us that the defaut mode is set to block the attack
on the system, but the McAfee Firewall was unable to
block it and created a Denial of Service on the host
system itself by creating an exception in the memory and
freezing the system resulting in the BSoD, but when we
are allowing the attack, by checking the option “Allow
ICMP ping requests”, the system was safe with 50% of
processor utilization. We observed the similar condition
in other computer with Vista operating system.
The Ping attack was performed to see the performance
of latest DELL Inspiron 530 desktop built on Intel Core
2 Quad 2.4 Ghz processor with Vista Business and
McAfee SecurityCentre 9.3 with Personal Firewall 10.3
and 2 GB of RAM.
We consider here 2 cases
Case I: McAfee Firewall was activated and was allowing incoming ICMP Echo Requests.
Case II: McAfee Firewall was activated and was
blocking Incoming ICMP Echo Requests.
The results in each case are detailed below:
JIS
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Figure 7. Default setting in McAfee firewall showing the options to allow/disallow ping and UDP traffic.

Figure 8. Processor utilization (on a logarithmic scale) of
iMac deploying windows XP OS with McAfee SecurityCenter
firewall under ping attack with allowing ICMP ping requests.

Case I:
This is the case where McAfee Firewall was activated
and it was allowing Incoming ICMP Echo Request packets. Ping attack traffic is sent to the Victim computer in
the range of 10% to 100% over 100 Mbps Ethernet medium.
The NonPaged Pool allocs and Bytes allocated were
found as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The data was
logged using the performance counters in windows operating system and is plotted.
Case II:
This is the case where McAfee Firewall is activated
while blocking the Inbound ICMP Echo request packets.
Generally the results similar to case I were anticipated.
But the system became non-responsive after 2.5 minutes
of launching the attack with 100 Mbps of Ping attack
traffic in the Fast Ethernet medium. System had to be
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 9. NonPaged pool allocation with McAfee firewall
activated and allowing incoming echo request.

Figure 10. NonPaged pool bytes allocated with McAfee firewall activated and allowing incoming echo request.

restarted and the load of the attack traffic was reduced.
To understand the system behavior the attack traffic was
reduced to 1 Mbps. It was found that even with 1 Mbps
JIS
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of Ping attack traffic the system froze, and was not responding after 3 hours of launching the attack.
Figures 11 and 12 show that the NonPaged pool allocs
and NonPaged pool bytes occupancy in main memory
due to 1Mbps of Ping traffic sent to the victim computer.
It is observed that while McAfee firewall was defending
the victim computer against the Ping attack; the generated NonPaged allocs consumed the entire memory resource of the victim computer which resulted in the Denial of Service attack. As no other Applications were
running it was clear that McAfee itself was causing the
Denial of Service attack by creating NonPaged allocs.
Figure 13 shows the Processor utilization and Memory occupancy just before the system hangs up. We can
observe that the processor utilization was low and it is
34% where the entire RAM was consumed that resulted
in the Denial of Service attack. This flaw that we discovered with McAfee Firewall was observed on more than
one type of computer platform. We observed the same
problem on XP-SP2 operating system as well as Windows Vista Ultimate 32-bit operating system. The same
flaw is discovered in McAfee SecurityCentre 2010 also.
When it was installed in Vista the McAfee was consuming the entire main memory and caused the Denial of
Service (DoS), whereas in XP-SP2 it was resulting in
system freeze and BSoD. The reason for this is well explained in [14], where it says that: “Prior to Vista, the
memory manager on 32-bit Windows calculates how
much address space to assign each type at boot time. Its
formulas take into account various factors, the main one
being the amount of physical memory on the system. The
amount it assigns to NonPaged pool starts at 128 MB on
a system with 512 MB and goes up to 256 MB for a system with a little over 1 GB or more. The memory manager in 32-bit Windows Vista and later, doesn’t carve up
the system address statically; instead, it dynamically assigns range to different types of memory according to
changing demands. However, it still sets a maximum for
NonPaged pool that’s based on the amount of physical
memory, either slightly more than 75% of physical
memory or 2 GB, whichever is smaller”. This can be
verified with Figure 6 for XP where the system froze
and displayed BSoD after the NonPaged bytes occupied
reached nearly 250MB and Figure 12 for Vista shows
that all the available main memory, i.e., nearly 1.6 GB
(75% of 2 GB) out of available 2 GB of RAM is consumed.

Figure 11. NonPaged pool allocs for 1 Mbps of ping traffic
when McAfee firewall was activated and was configured to
block ping attack traffic.

Figure 12. Pool NonPaged bytes in main memory for 1
Mbps of ping attack traffic when McAfee firewall was
activated and was configured to block ping attack traffic.

3.3. ICMP Land Attack
This is another Layer-3 attack where the ICMP ping request packet is spoofed with destination IP host/port address same as source’s. When a barrage of such Land
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 13. CPU and memory utilization just before the
system hang up.
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attack packets were sent the host becomes busy in replying
to itself and results in system lockup. This vulnerability
was found in Windows XP with SP2 service pack and
also Windows Server 2003 with firewall turned off.
These systems are found vulnerable for the LAND attack,
which caused a temporary Denial of Service (DoS) that
lasts for 15 to 30 seconds. In case of windows Server
2003 not only the server but also all workstations on the
network froze [15]. A similar testing was done on Windows XP, Vista and Apple’s Leopard OS, where it was
found that the Windows Vista has crashed at ICMP Land
attack load of 30 Mbps [16].
ICMP LAND Attack on McAfee SecurityCenter
As shown in Figure 14 above the Average processor
utilization recorded for ICMP Land attacks was nearly
70% at 1 Gbps and the attack ran smoothly and the
system was working normally without giving any of the
effects described in case of ping attack.

3.4. TCP-SYN Flood Attack
TCP flood attack is Layer-3 attacks, which is most
popular denial of Service attack that exhausts the system
resources and brings many serious threats to the entire
network. The host retains many half open connections
and there by exhausts its memory and processor utilization. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) that is
built on IP has a three-way handshake process for any
connection establishment. When a client initiates the
TCP connection, it send a SYN packet to the server and
then the server responds with an SYN-ACK packet and
stores the request information in memory stack. After
receiving the SYN-ACK packet the client should confirm
the request by sending an ACK packet. When the server
receives the ACK packet it checks in the memory stack
to see whether this packet corresponds to previously received SYN. If it is, then the connection is established
between the client and the server and data transfer can be
started. This is the Three-way handshake method used to
establish a connection using TCP protocol. In TCP-SYN
Flood attack, the attacker sends a barrage of SYN packets with spoofed IP address to the server and the server
stores that information in the memory stack, sends the
SYN-ACK and waits for the final ACK from the attacker.
But the attacker will not send the ACK so such connections will be left in the memory stack. This process consumes considerable memory as well as processor utilization of the server. If large amounts of SYN attack packets were sent then a Denial of Service attack can be
launched on the victim. There are many methods suggested to fight against this TCP-SYN attack [17-19].
Service packs and some firewalls have also been evaluCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 14. Processor utilization (on a logarithmic scale) of
the iMac computer deploying XP-SP2 OS, with McAfee
Firewall at default settings due to ICMP Land attack.

ated to measure their effectiveness in mitigating the DoS
[20-22] attacks.
TCP-SYN Attack on McAfee SecurityCenter
TCP-SYN flood is Layer-4 Denial of Service attack.
TCP-SYN attack traffic is sent to the iMac deploying
WindowsXP-SP2 with McAfee Firewall at default settings and there is no option to avoid the TCP-SYN attack.
After we started the TCP-SYN attack, the system froze
giving us the BSoD again, as in the case of Ping attack.
The processor utilization was just 50% for 1 Gbps of
traffic and the Pool NonPaged Allocs and Bytes were
plotted as shown in the Figures 15 and 16. These are
very much similar to the case where Ping attack was
done and the reason was the same. McAfee Firewall is
creating NonPaged allocations that are growing unboundedly in the main memory and cannot be paged out.
The operating system cannot allocate more than the assigned memory so it is causing in system freeze and resulting in BSoD. It can be observed that it took 8 seconds
for the system to freeze from the Figures 15 and 16.

3.5. UDP Flood Attack
DDoS attack using the UDP packets is called UDP Flood
attack. UDP Flood attack is a Layer-4 attack. Specialists
have discovered the UDP Flood vulnerabilities during
the year 1998-2000 in many systems including Microsoft
products. In UDP Flood attack a barrage of UDP packets
are sent to the victim computer either on specified ports
or on random ports. The victim computer processes the
incoming data to determine which application it has requested on that port and in case of absence of requested
application on that port, the victim sends a “ICMP Destination Unreachable “message to the sender, which is
generally a spoofed IP. If such a barrage of requests were
sent then it results in Denial of Service on the victim
JIS
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“Allow UDP Tracking”, as shown in Figure 7, checked
the system still freezes and results in BSoD.

4. Conclusions

Figure 15. NonPaged Pool Allocs for 1 Gbps of TCP-SYN
Flood when McAfee Firewall was in default mode.

Figure 16. NonPaged Pool Bytes occupied for 1 Gbps of
TCP-SYN Flood when McAfee Firewall was in default
mode.

computer as the victim will become busy in processing
those packets and sending ICMP Destination Unreachable messages. UDP flood attacks may also depletes the
bandwidth of network around the victim’s system. For
example, by sending UDP packets with spoofed return
addresses, a hacker links one system’s UDP character-generating (chargen) service to another system’s
UDP echo service. As the chargen service keeps generating and sending characters to the other system, whose
echo service keeps responding, UDP traffic bounces
back and forth, preventing the systems from providing
services [21].
UDP Flood Attack on McAfee SecurityCenter
The system froze in this case also giving us the same
BSoD and the “dump crash files” are analyzed and found
out to be the same reason as in case of Ping and TCPSYN attacks. McAfee is causing unbounded growth of
NonPaged pool allocation that’s filling up the memory
and hence resulting in system BSoD.
In case of UDP Flood attack even with the option
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Our experiments with real attack traffic show that
McAfee firewall is able to defend against some attack
traffic but not others. We can observe that McAfee is
able to defend ARP-based flood and ICMP Land Attacks
but was not able to defend other attacks and became the
reason of Denial of service by itself on the host, which it
has to protect. The possible reasons for the unbounded
growth of Nonpaged pool Allocations were:
 Unexpected driver code path.
 Intermediate returns from functions that allocated the
NonPaged pool memory (memory leaks).
 Bug fixes or work arounds, that added a new piece of
code to allocate, but forgot to disallocate.
 Unexpected sequence of hardware Events/Behavior
that called the buggy ISRs (Interrupt Service Routine).
 Mis-communication between modules of driver and or
OS components.
ARP-based flooding attack usually happens in the
LAN as it is a Layer-2 attack. McAfee SecurityCentre is
allowing ARP attack as it mainly concentrates on internet based flooding attacks. In case of PING, TCP-SYN
and UDP Flood attacks, the attack packets are coming
from different IP addresses that are usually spoofed and
McAfee may be allocating more Nonpaged memory for
defending these types of attacks per each packet it receives and as there will be lot of hosts attacking, it’s creating a lot of NonPaged allocs and trying to occupy the
RAM, thereby creating BSoD in XP and system get
freeze due to RAM unavailability in Vista. This is because in the ICMP land, the attack packets are crafted as
if they are originating from one IP address, that is usually
its own IP, so it’s not creating more processes and hence
is not creating any Denial of Service by itself on the host.
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